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under 499 employees 
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to 1,999

are
5,000+

The Learning Health Check (LHC) is the only free, independent and 
confidential benchmarking tool in L&D. 

Here are some stats to show why you should take it.

Already completed a Health Check?

Take the 2020 LHC to gauge how far you’ve come and identify areas to 
improve. And right now, you’ll enjoy VIP Insight Status when you 

complete it. 

17 years
of insights to tap into

since 2003

The LHC has helped build
high-performing learning cultures

organizations worldwide
have improved their L&D strategy with the LHC

8,500+

40 minutes
That’s as little as it takes to complete the LHC.
In that time, we analyze 700 variables

so you instantly see your learning impact, 
areas to improve and how to do it.

of participants say they gain new insights 
to fast-track their L&D strategy just by completing the LHC. 

As we grow, that’s more data to analyze 
and help you improve your L&D strategy.2015

540 1123
2020

97%

The no. of Health Checkers increased by over

Top 5 reasons leaders take the LHC

Sense check 
their learning offering 2 Benchmark

against peers

3 Improve their
learning strategy 4 Get insights on how to

build a winning L&D offering

5 Compare how much they’ve
improved from the last year

The LHC helps you whatever 
industry you’re in. Our busiest are:

11%

Manufacturing

8%

IT and telecoms

7%

Retail

10%

Professional services, 
law and accountancy

Finance, banking 
and insurance

12%

The LHC helps you whatever 
size your organization

After taking the LHC yearly, 
participants enjoy: 

3%
3.5%

3.1%

more productivity 

more profitability

extra growth 

Take the Learning Health Check 2020

60%
in the last year. 

£

https://bit.ly/learning-health-check

https://bit.ly/learning-health-check



